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The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic has triggered a global
debate about its likely impact on the future of the so-called liberal
international order (LIO) and a world that was already increasingly
dominated by the 'return ofhistory' and growing great power
rivalry. This article opens with a brief analysis of sorne of the
assumptions underlying chis debate, before going on to explore the
possible impact of 3the pandemic on the European Union and its
member states. It concludes with ten recommendations that EU
decision makers (and think tankers) might wish to keep in mind while
attempting to navigate the increasingly rurbulent waters in which
they will have to operare in years to come.
Before attempting an analysis of the impact of the pandemic, it
should be noted that, long before it broke out, there was already
considerable despondency as to the state of the LIO. Joseph Nye,
for example, had already observed that the LIO increasingly
reminded him of Voltaire's observation in the late 18th cenrury
about the Holy Roman Empire, when he stated that, after a run of
nearly one thousand years, it had ceased to be holy, or Roman, or
even a proper empire. In keeping with this analogy, it is difficult to
deny that by the early 21st century, the LI O was looking
increasingly illiberal, fragmented, and disorderly. Consequendy, it
should be borne in mind that the LIO was in deep trouble long
before the Covid-19 pandemic enveloped much of the world in
early 2020.
More importancly, perhaps, there were already also those who had
questioned the validity of the LIO concept itself. Harvard historian
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climate change, nuclear proliferation or, as the pandcmic has evi
denced, global health crises. T his could lcad to the creation of a
'thin but broad' version of liberal internationalism, centred on a few
overarching, more accomrnodating institutions, premised on less
demanding obligations and commitments. It could indeed be argued
that the United Nations' 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
and che Paris climate agreement were early expressions of this visions
Finally, it should be noted chat chese visions are by no means mutu
ally exclusive. Conscquent!y, European democracies might turn to
che former (and to che European Union in particular) to realise the
flrst of chese visions, ·and cake part in che latter when trying to deal
with certain global issues which a more limited geographical (and
thematic) scope might not be able to satisfy.

The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Europe
In the immediate aftermath of the outbreak of the pandemic, as one
European state after another went into lockdown, sorne observers
immediately identifled this as a 'make or break' moment for che
European Union, as many had already done after the 2008 Great
Recession, and again in response to che 2015 refugee crisis. Critics
were largely justified in pointing out that the EU's initial reaction
was distincdy underwhelming: the EU's 'solidarity clause' (contained
in Article 222 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union), which was designed to provide assistance to its members
in case of 'a natural or a man-made disaster' was never invoked, and
while it is true chat health is still a member state competence, it was
conveniently forgotten chat thc EU already had an agency at its dis
posal - the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control which spectacularly failed to provide a useful warning or preparation
for what was to come.
Despite this inauspicious start, by the summer of 2020 the EU and
its member states were able to produce a coordinated response to the
economic crisis triggered by the pandemic, adopting an unprece
dented Next Generation EU financia! package worth sorne 750 billion
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Euro, which was to be embedded in che next multiannual financia!
framework (2021-27). While this may not have amounted to the
'Hamiltonian moment' sorne had wished for (and which ochers may
have dreaded), it undoubtedly represented an ambitious and deci
sive response to an unforeseen calamity which chreatened to blow
Europe off course for decades to come. For countries such as Spain,
whose GDP is expected to contract by 11% in 2020 as a result of
che pandemic, this package represents a unique opportunity to make
a virtue of necessity, and it is hoped that the funding provided will
act as a catalyst to accelerate a long-overdue modernization process
leading to a greener, more digital and inclusive economy.
T he pandemic has also prompted many Europeans to cake stock
of their strengths and weakness, and to review cheir position in
the international system. The reasons for this are manifold, but
the behaviour of che world's major powers was undoubtedly one of
them. According to a poli carried out in severa! members states by
the European Council on Foreign Rclations, the manner in which
the Trump administration responded to the pandemic seriously
undermined che US's reputation and standing: 68 o/o of French and
65 o/o of Germans respondents claimed their opinion of the US had
worsened, and only 1 o/o identified the US as cheir country's most
important ally during che crisis. Interestingly, however, the pan
demic has also undermined Chinas standing, albeit slightly less so:
62 o/o of French and 48 o/o of German respondents said cheir view of
China had worsened, and only 4% of French and 2% of Germans
claimed China had been their most valuable ally.

These and other studies (such as those carried out by the Pew Research
Centre) would appear to suggest that, at least partly due to the pan
demic, European elites and public opinion are concluding that the US is
a less reliable partner and ally than it once was; in particular, its efforts
to undermine thc World Healch Organization when it was most
needed and to step up its confrontation wich China at the height of
che crisis were generally deemed to have been highly irresponsible.
Similarly, though, many in Europe also seemed to wake up to che
fact that Beijing did not shy away from using its 'mask diplomacy'

